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Good evening. This is the GBS (Gordon Broadcasting System) Evening News
straight from Icepick Island, Delaware with Begonia Hall.

At 1:10 pm on Monday,(August ll7^L98Q^ a "murder" was committed in the
Island home of a vacationer."Further investigation revealed that the victim
was calmly stirring spaghetti sauce in the kitchen when she was stabbed with

a knife. "Sherlock" Norman Gordon and Dr. Susan Watson were put on the case.
They collected evidence all afternoon, but were unable to uncover the true

murderer during the trial that evening. The murderer later pleaded guilty and
was identified as Alan Gary Gordon. No one was able to explain the cause of

these mysterious events, but it is believed that several small slips of paper
have something to do with the prodeedings.
Groups of people claiming to be members of the "Gordon Assembly" have been
seen swimming in the ocean, building sand castles, playing frisbee on the

beach (and anyvrhere else), and in general having a good time. Gordon members
explained that their high spirits were due to the close fellowship they were
having. Their joy seems to be catching. It has been observed that large
quantities of food have been transported to the Gordon's vacation house. Our

reporters interviewed one of the residents, who remarked, "Whatever people
want to eat, they get— as long as they are willing to fix it." Menus vary
from bluefish "pasteis" to taco, salad to corn on the cob to hot cinnamon rolls.

One of the Gordons, identified as Sandra Hope, contracted a rare disease
known as Librophylia. Sandra has been withdrawn, disappearing for hours at a
time. She is observed to hold thick, rectangular objects in her hands. She
stares at these intently and turns the pages at intervals. All of these
symptoms point to the presence of Librophylia. Although several of the other
Gordons at Icepick Island have some of these symptoms, Sandra's case is the
most advanced. Authprities disagree on its origin, but all conclude that it
has never been known to be fatal, and time will cure it. Stay tuned for our
Special Report after this message...
DO YOU WISH YOU GOULD GET A BREAK FROM YOUR DAILY ROUTINE?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPEND A FEW DAYS DRINKING IN THE BEAUTY OF THE SEA?

Come to wonderful Icepick Island!!! Home of contented beach lovers!!
Fish for salt-water, fresh-water, or out-of-water fish!!!
Rent expandable cottages that house from four to twenty-two!!!
The GBS Special Report this evening deals with the results of a new
phenomenon that has hit the Gordon reunion. It is called "The UngameU "The

Ungame" is not a game because nobody wins or loses. Players simply set a time
limit and move around the board until the time is up. The fun part about this
activity is that each person learns about every other person through the
other's responses to questions which are printed on cards. It was discovered
that if Gary Gordon could only take three people with him on a trip, he would
take Doris, Alan and Alma; when Doris is alone, she likes to do crossword
puzzles; if Simone had a magic wand, she would use it to build an orphanage;
Carol's idea of a happy family is one in which differences are resolved
without fighting; if Susan were an animal, she would choose to be a cat; in
twenty years Alan Gary would like to be working as a ship's doctor; superficial
people turn Alma off; and we also learned that Norman's favorite hobby is
playing the trombone, and he feels he plays pretty well.
Now for the sports news. Woody Woodall, of Nashville, Tenn. is the reigning
king of frisbee throwing. Selma Gordon, a senior at Decatur High School, is
the current champion of the Yahtzee tournament. Playing against seven otlBr
Yahtzee lovers, she amassed a total of 323 points— almost 50 points more
than the second place w;inner, Carol Gordon. Alan David has been voted the
most dedicatedrunner. He has been seen out on his daily two-mile route as

early as 6:30 am.During an interview with this renowned figure, he remarked
that "running is great!" He advised, "if anyone feels like running, they
should run. If
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don't feel liKe it, but want to, tbey should run anayway." Thank you, Alan,
for your words of wisdom. The inevitable chess tournament has not yett
taken place, but there is already speculation on the chances of each
contestant. The current champion, Alan Gary Gordon, of Sao Paulo, Brazil,
will be challenged to defend his 1974 title not only by the usual challengers
but also by a player whose skills are as yet unknown. Will he prove to be
more than a match for the Gordon pros? The GBS News will try to keep you
up to date on developments. But the sport of this season whose popularity
is unparalled is spit. Sandra Gordon, of Huntington, W. Va., is the fastest
spit player of the clan. Sandra is also the winner of the action-packed
spoons game which took place on Tuesday night, August 12.
Now for the sports news. Oops. Begonia Hall has made the most dreaded mistake
of all newscasters. She started to repeat a news story that had already been
given. Excuse me.

Our weather report is brought to you by the most modern method available—
direct observation. On Monday it was sunny and warm all day, on Tuesday
there were scattered showers in the afternoon. Temperatures high in the low
nineties. Eorcast for tonight— dark, with scattered light towards morning.
And that's the way it was on Tuesday, August 12, 1980. Good night from
Icepick Island, Delaware.
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Aug. 13 & 14
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Penwick Island, DE
Dear Polks,
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On V/ednesday the day hegan with cinnamon rolls and peaches for "breakfast
prepared by sister Sonia. Uncle Gary took sofflae folks on a trip to
hear a lecturer frum the University of Delwar^, who spoke onthe
possibility of life on other planets. Anothe® group played volley-ball
on an excellent court that the town of Penwick provides to the public.
The V/oodalls, Earl, June, and Henry arrived about noon bringing along
Henry's friend Beberly Hubbard. They came all the way from Kannapolis,

N.C. in nine hours, beginning at three in the morning. ^ The afternoon
was spent getting them settled in and ply;ying on the beach, which
proved to be particularly beautiful that day. The sea was a deep blue
and the sky was clear and the waves were just high enough. This was in
contrast to the steel-gray cilor of the waves on the first few days
when the sky was generally overcast. Before supper there was another
larger volley-ball game in which it was learned that the V/oodalls had

been practicing covertly(or at least they played like they had).

The

evening was spent in games and conversation. Uncle Gary led prayers
as we discussed what our duty is in upholding "the law".

Thursday morning dawned bright and beautiful with Henry, Beverly, Alan,
and Sonia went running along the beach. Many folks spent the entire mor
ning at the beach which had changed completely from the day before. This
day the wind was blowing out of the south causing the waves to break tow
ards the shore at a 45 angle rather than straight on. The sea gulls
came to visit and decided to stay when some other folks fed them. It

was wonderful/ to see the gulls hanging in a single space in the air
by gliding directly into the wind and letting it hold them up by passing
over their long slender wings. Back at the ranch folks were playing
bridge and getting lunch ready. After lunch it was back to the beach
for wave riding, reading, sketching, and building castles of silicone

oxide.

Others played bridge and other games (of which ±gK I am not

as fond). Henry and Woody also got into a basketball game with some
local folks. Supper was early prepared with the aid of not one, not two,
but Three trips to the supermarket. Why did we have supper early?

So we could have prayers ear/y, and these were lead by Woody ; the subject
was the "high priestly prayer"- John 17o On of the prayer's main themes
is that God should grant Jesus' followers unity.

The point was made

that we are already truly united, but because of our sin and the "unreal"
barriers between us we fail to recognize or acknowledge our unity.

We

need no longer pray for unity but for the grace to act like the united
people we really are. Einally it v/as noted that as a people we are
utterly and completely united to God by the love he has shown to us,
we are prevented only by our sin from realing this. ^/Why did we have
prayers early? We had to be through in time to go Rollershating,s[and
we had a good time doing it. Ice rream provided refreshment for all
after skating.

A special thanks to Sonai and Donald who did the laundry for us all.
Shalom,

I
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Dear Damily,

^

TMs is the heginning of the second edition of letters

from Fenwick Island, DE. Sunday the Alan Gordons, minus
Sandra and Susan, plus Sylvia and new hushand Woody Woodall,
arrived after a 3-day trip from ftlanta. It was l^roken up
by welcomes ajid respites in Kannapolis, NO, and NorxolK, vA«
V/e ate lunch and then waited on tiptoe for the second troupe
to arrive .which they fina lly did at 3 o'clock. Then
there was grocery shopping, unpacking, and moving in to the
two houses we're renting.
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Norman reported that this is the 5th place he s heen
this summer.

I'm not sure what they all are, hut I know

they include a week at fflontreat for the Youth Conference,
and a few days at the Handheld Festival in Knosville, TN.
Sandra just finished a joh as a Manpower temporary for the
lasi monih.••reading periodicals and clipping ariicles on

acertain government project, for a scrapbook. Alan and
Alma and three of their daughters have hegun_settling in
to .167 Inman Dr.--the house with the grand piano, miserahly
out of tune I Susan and Carol have heen at canoing camp in

Maryland. Susan said the canoing was horing, hut the rest
of the camp was a lot of fun.

.

Sylvia and Woody have just finished their summer 3oh,

which has taken hhem traveling over Eastern Tenn. and KY,
and hoarded them in seven homes. We have gotten to ^119^

some mightj: fine people, and gotten a chance to work with
and talk with students ahout our concerns for medical care.

The people of Appalachia themselves have had a lot to ^ay-hut the economic conditions restrict movement in the
directions. They certainly don't need more handouts, hut
a chance for wwnership of property, or a say in the develop
ment (fwhich often means destruction) of the resources in
their communities.
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Before supper, Woody and Sylvia checked out the heach

and pronounced it fine. Some people played "Hearts" while
othersjput supper together. Then devotions, and hed.
Breakfast on Monday was catch-asrcatch-can.

Woody haa

prepared the Sunday School lesson, on "how is the Bihle

authoritative", and there was lively discussion of the work
of the Holy Spirit and man in inspiration v le attended
church at the Roxana Weslyan not far from here.

Pizza for lunch, and heach in the afternoon

to some

heach meant naps, to others hodysurfing (riding the waves)
or throwing frishees.l

Supper was hluefish, given to us hy our fisherm^

^02_g]2hors, who had caught a superabundance that morning.
Alan David was in charge of cooking it, which he did very
wil in a mayonnaise sause.

Evening antertainment was walking on the heach, and

playing bridge. A good time was had hy all.
Till the next time.

#4

Fri;, Sat, August 15, 16, 1980
Hello everyone.

Before I start on the days' activities, let me desorihe some

details of our acoomodations on Fenwick Island, Our main cottage
is on Bayard St, which is ahout 8 blocks north of the Md.-Del border

and rims
Highway,
sion. We
from the

east west. We are on the bay side, one block west of Ocean
at the N¥ corner of the intersection with Bayard SSt. Exten
are only a short block from the bay, and only two short blocks
beach.
To get to "Chippy", our other cottage, it's a short

block to Ocean Highway, two short blocks to S. Carolina, and the cottage
is the second building from the Highway; occasionally we drive, but
most of the time we walk between cottages.
Our main cottage has four bedrooms; Alan & Alma, :yGary & Doris,

Carol & Susan, and the 3 boys (Donald, Alan, Norman); The other cottage
has three bedrooms: Woody & Sylvia, Sonia & Sandra, and the other

3 girls (Simone, Selma, and Sonia Daugherty).

Sonia Daugherty had

flown to Washington from Charleston, and had a ride with Donald who
came last Wednesday. The main cottage has a bath and a half; that
extra half bath is especially handy when there are quite a few in
this house. The really nice features here are a large kitchen, a
large living room, and a lovely parajch. The kitchen is lacking in a

few items (like cerei,l bowls), but it has most of the necessary equip
ment. The porch is screened in)^, and has glass louvers that can be
opened hh to the hot breezes, or closed on a cold day. We bought two
card tables and six folding chairs from Sears specifically to supple
ment the cottage furniture. This enables us to play games in the living
room, have dinner on the porch, back to devotions in the living room

with a minimum of furniture reshuffling (only a couple of chairs).
The living room and bedrooms have wall-to-wall carpeting, which seems
quite luxurious for a summer cottage. The outside shower has two
compartments, with one for the shower and a dressing room with a
small bench next to it.

The beach activities are varied, with different ones interested

in different things. The water has been relatively warm (6O/^0°F),
the waves small, and some have enjoyed swimming; Donald even swam
about half a mile down the beach. Some enjoy walking along the beach,

picking up shells (not many available), and seeing what there is to
see. We bought a second raft (a Im by 2m air mattress type), and
these have been used for floating and riding the waves. Some enjoy

just lying on the beach and soaking up the ozone, getting a tan (or

sunburn), or just being lazy. Some play games or read a book.
The other major activity is building in the sand, with various projects.
I have built arches, and so havea few others. Doris has started build
ing what looks like pottery objects. Also various towers and castles
have appeared. This time I brought a large pail from home, so it is
possible to bring the water to the castle, and it is not necessary to
build at the water's edge — not too advisable when the tide is coming
Friday morning started with a communal breakfast of scrambled eggs.
Sonia occasionally treats the whole family to a breakfast at a designa
ted time. This one was set at 7:30 AM, because the Woodalls wanted to
leave early to drive back to Kannapolis. Most mornings everybbdy gets
their own cereal and orange juice; both cottages have breakfast fixings,
while all other meals are in the main cottage. We appreciated the

Woodalls coming this far (10 hr drive) for less than a 2-day visit;
it was nice to get better acquainted with days not quite so busy as
the graduation-wedding week-end.

Fenwich #4, continued

It is comforting to have a family doctor on call; fortunately
he has only "been needed for minor injuries — minor at least from a
doctor's viewpoint. In the skating on Wednesday Carol sat down in a
foreeful way, and was sore for a couple of days. She got a lot of a
assistance from her brothers and cousins who carried her around when

necessary. Donald managed to get some glass and a splinter in his

foot, that were successfully removed (without local anesthesia):;:.
More recently Selma got a sunburn and Woody cut his thumb, but I'm
only supposed to write about Friday and Saturday.
Friday also saw the start of the backgammon tournament. This
will be a 4-roand Swiss tournament. Each player will compete against
four other players, with winners playing winners and losers playing
tournament. At the end not only is there a tournament winner, but
there is a ranking of all the other players. Everyone but Sonia
entered the tournament, even though some had never played backgammon
before. If backgammon is a matter of skill, we will determine the
best player; if it's a matter of luck we will found out who is lucky.
The main surprises to me in the first round was that Uncle Alan lost
to Susan, and Alan D. lost to Sandra.
One of the Saturday activities was a second game of murder.
Sandra drew the slip of paper that designated the murderer. 1 was
Dr. Watson and tried to keep track of comings and goings by sitting
in a strategic chair in the living room. However, when you try to
find a spot from which you can see everyone, you also can be seen
by eveyyone. Sandra suspected 1 was keeping tabs, and refrained
from acting until 1 left for an errand. Even though Sherlock Holmes

(Alan D.) and 1 had the suspects narrowed down to six, we were still
unable to guess the murderer in the required three guesses.
We attended the Soxana Wesleyan Methodist church both in June
and on our first Sunday here. This past week Alan called up the

pastor and offer^ed some special music. So Friday and Saturday
was spent in choosing and rehearsing. There was to be one number by

the entire group of 16, and choosing it presented a problaaem. There
were comments against having; a simple hymn, a well known hymn, or
a complicated piece without enough rehearsal time. The final selection
was "Great is Thy Faithfulness", with the voices supplemented by two

flutes (Carol and Sandra) and a trombone (Norman).

The Gordon girls

selected two numbers to sing, including one in which Sandra had writ

ten the music. Carol was thrilled when asked to sing with them on
the latter number, and play a short interlude on her flute, with
Sandra playing her guitar. I'll let Simone tell you about the actual
performance.
Earlier in the week our next door neighbor went fishing 22 miles
out into the ocean. He was hoping for tuna, but got blue fish, and
offered two of them to us. The two Alans volunteered to clean them,
and the cooks have been making good use of them. Each of them were
about a meter long, so they made several meals, even for our large
family. Our neighbors also had a surplus of tomatoes, and offered
some to us. Nice neighbors!

The weather during the first part of the week was hot, hot.
Some had trouble sleeping, Friday qt was cooler, and cloudy. Then
Saturday was clear and cool - a beautiful day. 1 hope it's nice
where you are.

^
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Dye,

Sun & Mon, August 17 & 18, 1980
Dear Folks,

This will he somewhat of a one sided report for I could not he

everywhere at the same time hut most things were done together so
you will still recieve a good picture of the goings on.
Siinday morning was just a hit chilly in the early morning, (meaning
before 10) with some people only getting cold after 10 because of the
airconditioning in the church. Well hack to breakfast. It was a hub
bub with Sonia G and Alan D. in the kitchen making buckwheat pancakes.
Dad, Woody, Sandra and Norman coming in from an early game of tennis,
and everyone generally getting ready for S.S. After breakfast we all
gathered to practice a final time. The songs that the 6 of us sang

(plus Carol) had to be practiced over and over because Sylvia was just
learning the words and I was learning the high part since we had added
voices to the lower part.
Then we were off just fitting in two cars, S, S, was on Job and I

heard reported that the adults teacher was just as good as ours. The
service was very nice although I (and others) had never seen some of
the things done such as anointing with oil one lady who was going
through a difficult time. Our songs were very well recieved with the
pastor,'.after we sat down, asking if we had another song. So we sang
Judes benediction that we had sung at the Wedding, After the service
we went into the 3,8, room to tape some of our songs for U.Carl and
A, Helen but the man who manned the mikes said he would be glad to

tape for us on his system.

We ended up staying almost an hour taping

song after song. It was a lot of fun for the six of us but I wouldn't

think it was for the rest. At 1 o'clock we headed for Warren's Family
Restaurant, You should have seen the hostess face when we said 16,
We got a very cozy nook and sat at three different tables. There wasn't
much choice but the food that came was delicious.

Since some people had been up late the night before and others

thought it a good idea, most everyone decided to take a nap. The house
was dead silent, A peek in each room revealed people gently snoring.
Finally, since I couldn't beat it I joined them. Anyone here will
vouch that it was I that arrived bleary eyed and have way through
supper, Susan and Carol had fixed sausage and apples the way they
had learned at camp. Along with this, they fixed fruit salad with
oatmeal and brown sugar,
Sandra lead prayers and talked about how we must put all of our

trust and burdens at Jesus' feet instead of on others. Amazingly we
had 14 people playing Fictionary afterwards; that being amazing
because there is such a diversity of likes and dislikes. After two rounds
of that everyone was ready to turn in again and for the life of me I
don't know why,
Monday morning was also quiet, Alan D,,Sandra and I went grocery

shopping while Sonia D, and Selma did some wahhing at the laundry mat.
Lunch consisted of hash and eggs speedily fixed up by Sandra, Only
Donald, Carol and Norman went to the beach for the weather was still

cool. Right after Imnch 9 of us (all the kids except Donald considering
Woody and Sylvia adult) went again to the Rolling Rink, It was great!
The afternoon session was less crowded and the five of us who are just
learning did a lot better. We all wore are matching T-shirts that say,
"Sing to the lord" and skated in line around and around until are way
was blocked or someone fell,like me. By the time we got home it was
supper time and Sandra again reigned in the kitchen making dilli and

corn fritters. Superb! As some of us washed dishes a square of eight
got going on the porch and did a few dances, Donald lead prayers and
talked about just what was the gospel and the variety of ways it can
be presented. The evening finished up with rememberances of our learning
Portuguese and the summer the Gary Gordons came to Brazil,
That's all for now.

Love, f-

Tuesday, August 19

Wet and rainy, or rainy and wet — wither way a day for indoor activities.
Some hraved the elements and had a game of ultimate frishee (like

football) returning very drippy, Alan and Norman, in the first stage of
catching colds, slept some but I daresay they weren't the only ones who
took naps. It was sandwiches for lunch with homemade bread that Woody and
Sylvia made. The afternoon we spent indoors playing games, continuing
the backgammon tournament which has come doina to Donald and Susan as

finalists (each has won all three games so far); Sonia D., Alan D,, Gary,
Alma, Sandra, and Woody with a 2-1 win/4ose score; and Simone, Alan G,,
Norman, Doris, Sylvia, Selma, and Carol with a 1-2 win/lose score, A very
good supper cooked by Selma and Sonia D, of curry chicken and puries

(Indian bread-- from India, that is), Selma promptly fell asleep a^tervards,
exhausted with cooking for 16, Prayers was a great time of singing

/C^corinhos" that the majority knew, and the reading and discussion on
I LJI

15 ~ love and all it includes. We had planned to walk the boardwalk,

but prayers went well into % o'clock so we weren't able to go. We sang
at
some
more and then offed to bed and now I'll let Carol take up lihe log

'f the Gordon Clan Slimmer ?acaj*tion - August, 1980,
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Wednesday, August 20
Ehis morning at 5:00 am I got up and dressed to see the sunrise, I
awakened Mom since she had requested to see the sunr&se. We left the

house about 5:45 am and wrapped up in our long pants and jackets, walked
to the beach, it was very foggy, but not too cold. After we got to the

^^beach, Alan came a little later and walked on downthe ocean, Se waited
pipid waited, Pinally the sun came up, but it wasn't right on the oc4an,
U because of the fog. It could have been prettier, but actually it was

(—^beautiful in its own way. The sun reflected on the water making it even
more exciting. The day turned out nice after all.

Both Susan and I have paint-by-number pictures that we've been working on,
I'm almost done with mine, Donald, Alan, Norman, and Woody played

y^iamese chess. It sounded like they were having an awfully good time,
\y mecaxiae half the time they were laughing. At least it wasn't a dead

\ /silence game with a lot of concentration. My Dad, Sonia Daugherty, and
Simone tried to go shhling, but they needid a compass because it was so

foggy- Maybe another time. Most ofihe morning Uncle Alan's been playing
with good ol' friend Boris, He's become a good companion.
Por limch we had toasted cheese sandwiches and soup, Mmmm, The sandwiches
were with homemade iauread. Then Simone and I cleaned up, I almost forgot

I §ad signed up. This afternnon most of us headed for the beach. The
waves were extra BIG! We had all our stuff right near the wet sand. The

waves were coming close, but the fathers said we wouldn't need to move
our stuff. One wave came up and doused someone else's blanket. It missed
us, but we moved back anyway. We moved back again after that. Some of us
went swimming. The waves were very strong! Dad got a nosebleed from
scraping his face on the sea flono, but he's fine now. We made a big
catliedral out of sand. It turned out pretty good. Later I got help building
a big wall in front of it — got it about a foot high. Woody and U, Alan

got my boa constrictor flying (that's my kite), I din'.t see it, because
I was busy building the wall, I think its going to last for several houBs,
We ihad pork chops and taters for dinner, then ice cream with pecans, Sonia
cooked our dinner, lou can always count on Sonia for dessert. Tonight we
had devotions and sang songs. When the two Gordon faifeilies get together, we

sound like a choir, I think everyone of us enjoys singing. Dad, Aunt Alma,
Uncle Alan and Woody played bridge while everyone drifted off io bed, Nignt.
02xTV»e /

